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I. FOREWARD
This paper is an attempt to present a sound approach to
the teaching of poetry in the upper years of the secondary
school* It is predicated on two assumptions: first, the
validity of poetry as a means of deepening students' under-
standing of life, and, second, the necessity of regarding
poetry reading as a skill which demands specialized training
to comprehend the interdependence of the meaning and method
of a poem in order to appreciate it fully.
To substantiate the first assumption the psychological
background of poetry will be examined, on the theory that if
it can be established that the creation of and response to
poetry derive from basic instincts, emphasis on poetry is
warrantable in the humanities program in schools—not merely
because poetry is one of the important arts but also because
the student as a human being is closely linked to it. Who
touches that study, to paraphrase Walt Whitman, touches a man.
To support the second asstimption reference will be made
to investigations of specialists in the teaching of poetry.
I. A« Richards, for example, has listed several difficulties i
that student readers of poems encounter. Among them, aside I
from the difficulty of making out the plain sense, are:, visualiz-
ing the imagery, being misled by irrelevant situations in past
experience which poems suggest, reading in terms of doctrinal
1
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adhesions, and making sentimental and stock responses •-^ In
this section the technique of close reading, which helps to
surmount such difficulties, and its relation to oral and ex-
tensive reading will he discussed.
Although this paper is not v/ritten as a teaching unit
on poetry, it concludes with a sample study of poems which
demonstrates the theories presented. In the classroom this
approach to poetry would apply to any group of poems that
the instructor had selected for close reading. The ultimate
purpose of the method is to show students that a poem must be
read as a poem and not as an illustration of precepts, generali-
zations, and ready-made judgments.
\J lo A. Richards, Practical Criticism . Harcourt, Brace, and Co
New York, 19E9, pp. 13-17.
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II. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL BACKGROUND OF P03TRY
Emotion in Poetry
Ask a man to state off-hand the primary concern of poetry,
and he will most likely say that it deals with the emotions.
If he has even a meagre acquaintance with poems, he can proba-
bly support his comment with a few quotations: "0 my luve is
like a red, red rose," "And then my heart with pleasure fills
And dances with the daffodils," or "Oh, to be in England How
that April's there*"
Descriptions .—This hjrpothetical person will be right to
the extent that whole philosophies are v^ll summed up in the
elemental truth of catch-phrases and proverbs, man's informal
wisdom preserved. Though poetry exceeds the bounds of any of
its definitions, this concept of emotion in poetry is central
to most descriptions of it. Emily Dickinson v/as responding to
its emotional qualities when she wrote, "If I read a book and
it makes my whole body so cold no fire can warm me, I know it
is poetry. If I feel physically as if the top of my head were
taken off, I know this is poetry. These are the only ways I
know it."*^ This same attitude is found in the more deliberate
statements of critics, like that of Theodore V/atts-Dunton in
1/ Louis Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry, Fifth Revised
Edition. Harcourt, Brace and Company. New York, 1936, p. 80.
i
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the now venerable article on poetry in The Encyclopedia
Britannica ; "As an expression of imaginative feeling, as the
movement of an energy, as one of those great primal forces which
go to the development of the race, poetry in the wide sense
has played as important a part as science."
Internal stimuli .—The emotions, which are thus regarded
as basic to poetry, have been shown by the experiments of
psychologists to develop from simple responses born in us.^
Psychology studies man's behavior as directed by emotions and
the so-called physiological drives, which they color. These
drives are variously listed, because they overlap, but among
||
the more readily recognizable are love, friendship, submission,
domination, conservatism, radicalism, self-respect, the hope
!l
for recognition, and the desire to understand.-^ To the person
||
thinking in terms of poetry the mention of any one of these
will call to mind the themes of countless poems. To be sure,
J these instinctive tendencies provide the vital force of other
types of literature as well; but since poetry is the oldest of
the oral and written arts and since all forms of communication
employ to some degree the techniques of poetry, we are justi-
fied in studying the psychological background
^:pf poetry in
isolation from the other types of literature©
1/ Floyd L. Ruch, Psychology and Life . Scott, Foresman and
Company. New York, 1941, p. 110.
Zj Ibid., p. 86.

Emotional relief .—As a matter of fact, to Aristotle the
term poetry included all imaginative writing. Tragedy was a
form of poetry which, according to his famous theory of cathar-
sis, afforded the observer a purging of the emotions of fear
and pity through witnessing their representation, so that he
came away from the experience emotionally relaxed. The closing
lines of Milton's Samson Agonistes embody this idea:
"His servants He, with new acquist
Of true experience from this great event,
With peace and consolation hath dismissed.
And calm of mind, all passion spent."
As we shall see, there is a similar vicarious emotional ex-
perience in the act of reading poetry.
The Nature of Poetry
Definition.—A brief statement of the characteristics of
poetry will furnish a frame of reference for a discussion of
/
its psychological relationships. Poetry is the communication
of emotional truth rather than scientific fact. It emphasizes
the attitude of the speaker in his interpretation of the world
and offers a reading or listening experience which results in
deeper understanding. Its method is to suggest unexpected but
unmistakable similarities, to dramatize the abstract, and to
originate imagery from concrete detail* Its expression is
noticeably rhythmic.
Rhythm .—The natural predisposition of man to create or
to respond to poetry is especially observable in children and
i
primitive peoples. In these two groups the psychologist may-
study instinctive behavior uncomplicated by the modifications
of maturity and civilization. Rhythm is a case in p©int. Just
as young children express emotional intensity in rhythmic utter-
ance and enjoy metrical verse when they hardly understand its
meaning, primitive man expresses his emotion in rhythmic dances,
rhythmic war cries, and rhythmic dirges for the dead."^ Rhythm
has been described as exerting a threefold influence: "it
unifies, it energizes, it affords predictability. ,.2/ These
features hold true in poetry as well as in life; for poetry,
being emotional rather than analytical, is rhythmic.
Metaphor .—Furthermore, the outstanding use of direct or
implied comparison in poetry is a characteristic of the thought
of primitive man. Like that of the child, his thought is
3/
noticeably associative© For instance, an Indian will see la
a burning log a process which he knows in a more familiar way
and will say, "The fire is eating the log."^ This particular
metaphor is abundant in poetry, for example in Shakespeare's
sonnet number 75:
i 1/ Joseph Auslander and Frank Ernest Hill, The V/inged Horse .
iDoubleday, Doran & Co. New York, 1927, p. 1"^.
E/ Bonaro Wilkinson, The Poetic Way of Release . Alfred A. Knopf.
New York, 1931, p. 7.
3/ Frederick Clarke Prescott, The Poetic Mind o The MacMillan
Company. New York, 192E, p. 60.
4/ Prescott, op. cit., p. 61.
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"In me thou seest the glowing of such fire
' That on the ashes of his youth doth lie,
As the death-bed whereon it must expire,
Consumed with that which it was nourished by."
^ Dramatizing;.—As far as the dramatic quality of poetry is
concerned, the poet, in addition to implying a speaker in his i
poem, tends to give action, ob jectification, and personifies-
j
tion to the vague, the general, and the abstract. For example
to quote Shakespeare again, in Sonnet number 50 he says, "Y/hen
to the sessions of sweet silent thought I summon up remembrance
of things past," rather than ""^Vhen I reflect," and in number S3
"Full many a glorious morning have I seen Flatter the mountain-
tops with sovereign eye," rather than "I have often seen
mountain-tops beautiful in morning light," and in number 146
'Toor soul, the center of my sinful earth," rather than "The
,
soul in me, a sinner." It is v/ith this dramatic vividness that
primitive man sees the world. To the ancient Greeks heaven
was a mountain, the earth a mother, the sun a god, and love a
goddess. Moreover, it has been shovm that the poetic imagina-
tion reflects the primitive mind in its awareness of the sights
and sounds of nature; and that, like the savage, the poet avoids
generic terms and uses images from the concrete worldo"^'^ Simi-
larly, we find children dramatizing their world by addressing
j|
inanimate objects, imagining fictitious persons, inventing con-
^ versations for them, and even referring to themselves in the
third person; and in this behavior we see in embryo the literary
EJ. Murphy, "The Primitive Character of Poetic Genius," I
n . 42:37-41 (1942).
<
8forms that we continue to call, in the child's terms, story and
play,-^ Shakespeare crystallized this principle when he wrote,
"And as imagination bodies forth
f The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen
Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothings '
A local habitation and a name."^
^ Desire I
Art born of desire ^—Writing on the connection between
art and primitive ritual, J, 3. Harrison says, "Now-a-days the
savage has become material not only for conversion and hymn-
writing but for scientific observation. V7e want to understand
his psychology •••• since we realize that our own behaviour is
3/based on instincts kindred to his»" This particular study of
art and ritual is pertinent to our present inquiry. Ritual,
according to the author, develops as a re-presentation or a
pre-presentation of life, with a practical end like that of
a tribal dance in which the soil is sprinkled in imitation of
desired rainfall. Art, which grew out of ritual, is also a
representation of the emotions of life but is an end in itself.
Ritual, therefore, is the bridge between real life and art.^
1/ Prescott, op. cit., p. 55.
2/ A Midsummer Night's Dream, Act V, scene i.
3/ Jane S. Harrison, Ancient Art and Ritual. Henry Holt and
Company. New York, 1913, p. 29.
^ Harrison, op. cit., p. 135.
cI
'By this line of thought, then, we see the poetic art as the out-
growth of group expression in ritual of the desires of life.
Vicarious satisfaction *—The concept of desire in poetry
is important to understand. Psychologically, for the purpose
of the writer or, vicariously, of the reader, poetry is regarded
as the imaginary gratification of unsatisfied emotions.^ Since
emotional desire springs partly from the unconscious mind,
2/
poetic utterance is like dreaming, which, as Freud has shown,
represents the fulfillment of unconscious wishes.
||
I
The poetic act , "-Although we think of the unconscious mind
las superior in insight—witness the proverb "The heart sees
further than the head"
—
^ we must not fall into the error of
regarding poetic creation as solely spontaneous* It is the re-
sult of reflective thinking which begins in desire or "a feel-
4/ing tone of need"-' and brings the writer to the expression of
his idea through the techniques of his art. A conscious pro-
cess "bodies forth" Impressions from the storehouse of the un-
conscious, and the reader who is, or has learned to be, aware
of the resultant beauty in turn responds to the poet's idea*
1/ Prescott, op. cit., p» 128.
2/ Sigmund Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis .
Liveright Publishing Corporation. New York, 1935, pp. 75-214»
3/ Prescott, op. cit., p. 94.
4/ Frederick Lamson Whitney, The Elements of Research . Prentice-
Hall, Inc., New York, 1942, p. 322.
fI
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Keats' s dictum, "Beauty is truth, truth beauty," emphasizes
the identifying in art of desired forms of beauty with the
ll
interpretation of experience
The Effect of Words
Words in poetry *—In any discussion of the poetic process,
the one indisputable fact is apt to be overlooked: poetry is
words. To the psychologist the sight or the sound of words
may serve as an emotional stimulus. One psychologist states,
"In this emotional aspect of language we have a part
of the explanation of the failure of simplified in-
ternational languages, such as Esperanto and Ido, to
win general approval* Such synthetic languages are
lacking in the emotional richness that makes our
mother tongue so interestihg and so enjoyable. Poetry
written in, or translated into, Esperanto is pale and
lacking in warmth of human feeling. "=/
Word magic:»L-'-The investigations which authorities in the
science of semantics like I. A. Richards have made in recent
years on the h3rpnotic effect of words in everyday life have
focused renewed attention to J. G. Frazer's observations
about language among primitive men in his monumental study of
the savage. He says in The Crolden Bough :
'HJnable to discriminate clearly between words and
things, the savfJTage commonly fancies that the link
|
betv/een a name and the person or thing denominated
by it is not a mere arbitrary and ideal association.
Some Esquimaux take new names when they are
1/ V/hitney, op. cit., p. 319.
Z] Ruch, op* cit., p. 156»
1
:i
old, hoping thereby to get a new lease of life,...
Thus the name of the king of Dahomey is always kept
secret, lest the knowledge of it should enable some
evil-minded person to do him a mischief,"—/
V/e are not unlike the savage in endowing words with
magic powers. The suggestive effect of words is seen, for
example, in the way advertisers create new maladies by
suggesting them; and it has been remarked in this connection
that the sensory centers in normal people respond to the
mere mention of words like lice and bedbugs Our natural
receptiveness to this language phenomenon is the complement
of the particular way in v/hich the poet uses words, "The
business of words in prose," writes J. L. Lowes, "is primarily
to state ; in poetry, not only to state, but also (and some-
times primarily) to suggest, "-2/
Two functions of words.—Among the word ways of the poet
are rhyme and onomatopoeia. Rhyme, in echoing past and anti-
cipating future words, is one of the devices which create the
unity of form which is part of our sense of aesthetic well-
being.
The indication of meaning through the imitative sound
of words and phrases is as old as the earliest use of language
1/ Sir James George Irazer, The Golden Bough , Abridged Edition,
Macmillan and Company. London, 1922, p, 244 and p. 257.
2/Hov;ard Russell Huse, The Illiteracy of the Literate ,
D, Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1953, p, 56,
3/John Livingston Lowes, Convention and Revolt in Poetry ,
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1919, p. 181.

1in the history of mankinfl or in the history of the individual,
as any one who has heard a child call a dog a "bow-v;ow" will
aver.
I
i An Equation
Psychology and poetry are both interpretations of human
|i existence, the one by the scientist, the other by the artist.
A statement by Robert Frost epitomizes our point of view* A
poem, he says, "begins with a lump in the throat, a home-
sickness or a lovesickness. It is a reaching-out toward
expression; an effort to find fulfillment. A complete poem
is one where an emotion has found its thought, and the thought
has found the words. "-^ In studying poetry, then we are con-
sidering psychology. The poetic impulse is the human impulse,
and the poetic art is life.
1/ Robert Frost, COME IN and Other Poems . Henry Holt and
Company. New York, 1943, p, 164,
(I
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III. THE STCJDYING OF POETRY
Appreciation of Poetry
The initial response to a poem«—Studies of the place of
poetry at the junior-high-school level indicate that the main
emphasis should be on opportunity for the pupil to read simple
poems as a natural and enjoyable experience which will enlarge
his understanding and familiarize him with poetic expression
without too much concern for techniques. Writing in The
Emerging Curriculum in English in the Secondary School , one
junior-high-school principal states,
"Poetry will be a concern in the junior high school,
but attempts to make the pupil dissect classic poems
for appreciation or memorize them for lasting value
are dangerous. The pupil will be permitted opportunity
to concern himself with the pleasures of light verse,
limericks, parodies, ballads, and other enjoyable
verse forms and will gradually be allowed, if he
chooses, to concern himself with more exacting
poetic creations."!/
Q-rowth in appreciation.—As a matter of fact, even by
adult standards this approach to poetry is the proper initial
step. Vihen first coming upon a poem, any reader makes a
natural response to it before looking at it critically. But
the perceptive reader proceeds to follow the experience of
imagining with a judging of the ways by which the response
1/ Leon Mones in "The Emerging Curriculum in English in the
Secondary School,
3
The Bulletin of the National Association
of Secondary-School Principals , 30:91 (February 1946).
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was effected. "To refuse to see more in poetry than emotional
appeals and word-melodies is to remain at the schoolgirl stage
of an aesthetic life."^
Since our present concern is the teaching of older sec-
ondary-school students, we must take our discussion beyond the
junior-high-school stage of an aesthetic life and find the
procedure which this greater maturity permits. In Reading
in General Education William S. Gray remarks, "Records of the
achievements of large groups of pupils in various sections
||
of the country show. •• .that the high-school and early college !
years represent a period in which growth is most rapid in the
more mature aspects of interpretation,"^ As the student
matures, therefore, the process of his appreciation must be
strengthened, Robert C. Pooley defines appreciation as the
emotional responses which arise from basic recognitions, en-
hanced by an apprehension of the means by which they are
aroused. "It seems obvious, then," he says, "that genuine
growth in appreciation involves not only the arousing of i
primary emotional responses, but also the gradual growth of
|
secondary responses arising from the intellectual apprehension
of the technical skill of the artist and the content of the
j
selections,"^
!
1/ P, Gurrey, Tffe^Appreciation of Poetry , Oxford University
Press, London, 1935, pp, 10-11.
2/ William S. Gray, Editor, Reading in General Education ,
American Council on Education. Washington, D. C,,1940, p, 31.
3/ Robert C. Pooley, "Measuring the Appreciation of Literature,"
Siglish Journal
,
24;627-655 (October 1955). ii
II
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' The Nature of Intensive Study of Poetry
The intensive"extensive question introduced * —Considering
the problem of epprecistion brings up the question of intensive
versus extensive methods of teaching literature. Reviewing
the results of studies in the methods of literature teaching
made prior to July 1930, William S. Gray states that "extensive
reading and intensive study of literature have distinct values
and should be used discriminatingly. The evidence available
justifies the v/ide use of extensive reading in promoting
appreciation."'^ It would seem on the basis of that statement
that intensive study does not produce the greater appreciation.
To examine Gray*s judgment in its relation to our present con-
cern, we must define the term "intensive study" in the context
of its general use in the field of education. One writer
says, "The object of extensive reading of literature in the
classroom is the development of appreciation. By way of con-
trast, the term intensive study* implies an attempt to build
2/
encyclopedic knowlege as the basis of appreciation."-'
||
Close reading,—In the approach to poetry which is being
considered in this paper, it must be understood that intensive
study for "encyclopedic knowledge" is not the intensive study
II
of "close reading," "All respectable poetry invites close
1/ American Educational Research Association, Review of
Educational Research, National Education Association,
Washington, D. C, 2:54 (February 1932).
2/ R. R. V/illiams, "Extensive Reading vs. Intensive Study of
Literature," School Review , 37:666-678"T^ovember 1929).

thought of as intensive, it must be with this reference of
the word in mind. We hardly come from the intensive reading
of Sandburg* s Fog with encyclopedic knowledge; yet we have to
read it closely to see the essential appropriateness of the
oat metaphor and the relation of the form of the poem to its
meaning, that is, its deliberate lack of conventional form,
which suggests the formlessness of fog.
IJhat close reading is not .—The difference between these
tv70 implications of the term "intensive study" is further
revealed by considering the purport of an investigation made
in 1925 of the merits of eztensive and intensive teaching of
literature, in which the author concludes that the first-
2/
named method is the better.—' In the course of the experiment,
Keats »s ode To Autumn was studied intensively from the
following points of view: 1) the ode form, 2) rhythm, metre,
rhyme, 3) figures of speech, 4) word choice, 5) pictures,
6) mood of the poet, 7) the poem as typical of Keats, and
8) romanticism as shown in this ode.^ The answers to the
questions implied in tae above listing of things that may
be said about that poem would indeed builfl up a kind of
1/ Practical Criticism , op. cit., p. 203.
2/ Nancy G. Coryell, An Evaluation of Extensive and Intensive
Teaching of Literature . Teachers College, Columbia University,
Contributions to Education No. 275, 1927.
3/ Ibid., p. 113.
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encyclopedic knowledge "but would not insure an understanding
of the wholeness of the poem, the integration of sound effects
and figures of speech with the intent of the poet writing
in this particular form; nor would the answers promise a
transfer in reading skill to a different poem. Furthermore,
the poem's being typical of Keats and an example of romanti-
cism is a matter proper to the study of the history of poetry,
which is more profitable after one has learned how to read
ij poems without regard to the descriptive, chronological, and
;
biographical labels that may be attached to them. Such
specious intensive study has been described as that in which
"The student is given definitions of the various figures of
speech, and poetry is then offered to him as a jungle in which
to track down metaphor and metonjnny, so that he may bring home
his specimens in triumph for the approving teacher. i^
The place of terminology ,—This same q_uotation goes on
to say, "All this is by no means v/ritten to decry the proper
use and study of technique and technical terms, which are as
indispensable to literary inquiry as a proper technical
i; language is to the study of marine engines or chemistry or
2/
mathematics."-' The advice of one English scholar to teachers
of literature on explaining the technique of rhyme may serve
y Harvard University, The Training of Secondary-School
Teachers . Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1942, p. 103.
2/ loc. cit.
I
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as an illustration of the intensive study that is close
reading:
•nr/hat we have to remember at all times is that in
appreciation each element of the poem has to be
brought into close alliance with all the other
elements so that a unity can be established; there-
fore sound effects must be studied only in close
association with meaning—v/ith thought, imagery,
The need for close reading.—The close reading of a poem,
then, is not to be considered as an exercise in accumulating
factual minutiae. It is a type of reading which the nature
of poetry demands. Being tightly concentrated in both thought
and expression so that the change of a word tends to vitiate
its effect, a poem cannot be reed cursorily like a novel. It
must be remembered that the fourteen lines of a sonnet may
require the same degree of mental application as a fourteen-
chapter book of prose. In the words of Elizabeth Drev/,
"Glancing through a poem, if the poem is worth anything at
all, will tell us little or nothing about it... .We have got
to get into the poem, not stand outside it. ..2/
The foregoing defining of the attention necessitated by
the nature of poetry is not meant to ignore the benefits
of even casual reading in the course of its study in school.
1/ Gurrey, op. cit., p. 73.
Zj Elizabeth Drew, Discovering Poetry . V7. W. Norton & Co. Inc.
New York, 1933, p. 52.
Wide Reading of Poetry
III
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In fact, in the teaching method proposed here wide reading
serves a twofold function: the preliminary arousing of
student interest in the general sound and meaning of poems,
end the ultimate individual v;ide reeding of poems after
correct techniques have been established.
Introducing poetry in the classroom ,—Oral presentation
at the beginning of a unit on poetry is a common practice
j
among teachers. One of them has codified this excellent way
'! of introduction as follows:
"At the beginning of each term, ...the teacher reads,
reads, reads. In holding, .. .attention he should be
I
expert enough to vary the spell, to surprise continu-
' ously with the infinite variety of his material. And
even when the pupils begin their ovm programs he
should freq.uently add to their selections, or take the
page from them to show other possible interpretations.
And he should never commit the absurdity of believing,
following the most popular of our modern theories of
education, thet so long as the child is performing, no
higher result may be wished for. Child activity is
marvelously educative, in its proper place; but it is
not a substitute for teacher activity, in its proper
place."i/
I
The ultimate goals .—Then after the ensuing training
i in the interpretation of poetry or in any of its features or
types, students may be urged to embark on programs of wider
acquaintance with poetry through their own reading. But
extensive reading, which is obviously one of the desired
' outcomes of the study of poetry, has its roots in, and must
always come back to, controlled attention. Dismissing the
unfounded prejudice that careful scrutiny will spoil our
1/ Hughes Mearns, Creative Youth . Doubleday, Doran & Co. Inc.
New York, 1925, pp. 82-83
•

^ appreciation, Danlers "says " ill The Art of Reading Poetry «
•Learn to analyze. Instead of worrying about the dangers of
too much, learn to do more, for analysis is the beginning of
I understanding, appreciative reading."^
!|
!
Controlled Study of Poetry
The principle of Mearns's warning quoted above has been
amplified in important recent educational publications. An
Experience Curriculum in English enters "One word of caution:
the limitation of offerings in the literature curriculum to
those selections which pupils enjoy must not be allowed to
exclude those works whose worth pupils realize after reading
them under the guidance of their (competent) teachers. "-S/
Similarly, The Bullstin of the National Association of
Secondary-School Principals makes this observation in "The
jl
Emerging Curriculum in English": "Recently there has seemed
to be a growing feeling that freedom in reading does not ex-
clude the common reading of a small canon of great books. "^
Finally, among dangers to be avoided in the teaching of litera-
ture the Harvard report General Education in a Free Society
lists superficial reading of too much, lack of any aids to the
, understanding of what is being read, and avoidance of criti-
' cal terms and appraisals when the student is ready for them.
EEarl Daniels, The Art of Reading Poetry . Earrar & Rinehart,
,c. New York, 1941, p. 38.
Zj The National Council of Teachers of English, An Experience
gurriculum in English . D. Appleton-Century Co. New York,
1935, p. 19.
3/ Mones, op. cit., p. 8. .i

2\
Referring to the use of textbooks, the report advocates
^
studying less rather than more and supplementing classroom
j
texts by easier books for outside reading. The report
\\
furthermore stresses "intensive, close study of well-written
••••poems which are saying important things compactly" as a
means of developing better reading.*^ Such counselings underlie
the criteria on which the ensuing illustrative discussion of
the reading of a poem is based»
1/ Harvard University, General Education in a Free Society .
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1945, pp^ 111-112,
I4
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17. THE READING OF A POEM
)
In beginning to interpret a poem, one must be careful
I
about the extent to which his approval or disapproval of its
' ideas influences his judgment of it. A poem with a patriotic
theme is not necessarily good as a poem merely because pa-
triotism is a commendable emotion. Of course, it is only
;
natural that a poem about a dog's fidelity will mean more to
the man with a pet dog than to the one who has just been
I bitten by a stray mongrel, but such attitudes from outside
' experience must be kept in check while estimating the exper-
ience of reading a poem. V^'ith this idea in mind, let us see
whether the following is a real poem.
A REfCEMBERlD FRIEM)
Moody Currier
They say she is wrinkled and old.
That the tint of the rose-bud is gone;
That her smile is unmeaning and cold,
And her countenance sad end forlorn;—
But still to my fancy she seems
Like a beautiful blossom of spring;
And, amid the delusion of dreams.
Her smiles to my memory cling.
Her step seems as light to my view.
As when in her childhood she moved;
And the blush on her cheek is as nev/
And as fresh as the one that I loved;
—
But they say she is wrinkled and old,
That the tint of the rose-bud is gone;
That her smile is unmeaning and cold,
And her countenance sad and forlorn.
22

Here the writer has been moved to ezpress his feeling
that although his friend appears to others as merely a faded,
elderly woman, in his mind he always pictures her as the
loyely young person she used to be. Such a thought might
well ihspire a poem. Shakespeare, for instance, used a
similar theme in a sonnet beginning,
To me, fair friend, you never can be old;
II
For as you were when first your eye I eyed,
I
Such seems your beauty still*
But are Currier* s lines really poetry? The fact that they
rhyme is immaterial, because much fine poetry is unrhymed.
The lines are placed on the page in the way poetry is cus-
|j
tomarily printed, but if we overlook their appearance, we
may find that they are not much different from ordinary
prose. There is little to make us see and feel, that is
experience , what moved the vn^iter. To be sure, the woman's
I
complexion is likened to the color of a rose-bud and her
appearance to a spring flower, but these comparisons are so
commonplace that they hardly impress us. The rest of the lines
just tell us, without convincing us, what the writer wants us
jl to believe.
ji
Let us try another poem with a somewhat different idea
ii but still based on the beauty which the writer sees in the
subject.
Ii
^4:
SONG
Edmund Waller
Go, lovely rose J
Tell her that wastes her time and me
That now she knov/s,
VThen I resemble her to thee,
How sweet and fair she seems to be«
Tell her that*s young
^nd shuns to have her graces spied,
That hadst thou sprung
In deserts where no men abide,
Thou must have uncommended died.
Small is the worth
Of beauty from the light retired;
Bid her come forth.
Suffer herself to be desired,
And not blush so to be admired.
Then die, that she
The common fate of all things rare
May read in thee;
Hov; small a part of time they share
That are so wondrous sweet and fairj
In the first place, instead of merely talking about the
girl, V/aller dramatizes his idea by addressing the rose. He
further enlivens our imagination by asking the rose to move
and speak like a human being, that is, personifying it. The
comparison to a flower in this poem is not just stated; it
is the starting-point for the development of a strikingly
thought-out emotion.
If we read the first poem again, we notice how monotonous
its rhythm is: ta-ta-tum, ta-ta-tum, ta-ta-tum, and so on with
little variation. But Waller's Song, written in the rhjrbhm
of an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed one ("How
SWEET and FAIR she SEESiFS to BE"), has alterations in these

stresses that bring out the meaning. The majority of the
lines establish the regular rhythm so that in lines v/hich
depart from this regularity the reader or listener is made
especially aware of the words so changed. Thus, since it
would be awkward to say, following the established pattern,
"Small IS the V/ORTH," the natural change we make in reading
to "SlIAIIi is the WORTH" emphasizes the idea in the word small .
Here, then, we find one example of the close association in
good poetry betv/een sound and sense and one difference be-
tween poetry and prose, for poetry tends more to emphasize
ideas in this way©
To look at the first poem once more, we see that the last
four lines are the same as the first, and since they say noth-
ing new, we find ourselves hurrying over them. But sometimes
such a repetition, instead of being tiresome, creates a
meaningful effect. Consider, for example, this poem:
BREAKFAST
V/ilfrid Wilson Gibson
We ate our breakfast lying on our backs
Because the shells were screeching overhead.
I bet a rasher to a loaf of bread
That Hull United would beat Halifax
When Jimmy Stainthorpe played full-back instead
Of Billy Bradford. Ginger raised his head
And cursed and took the bet, and dropt back dead*
We ate our breakfast lying on our backs
Because the shells were screeching overhead.
The repetition at the end of this poem startles the
reader with a sharper realization of the horror of the battle-

field -than he could have when reading the first tv;o lines,
because now he understands the statement in the light of what
has happened* In other words, the form or design of the poem
brings out its meaning.
The contribution of the form of this poem to its meaning
is also seen in the way its rhyming is managed. Szcept for
the second and last lines the only place where the reader
pauses on a rhymed v;ord is at the end of the line "And cursed,
and took the bet, and dropt back dead," with the result that
that last word is emphasized more than the others and, through
its rhjrming v;ith the other end-vjord overhead, is linked in
meaning to the screeching shells. This is an example of the
way rhjTiie may serve a purpose in a poem, but in Currier's
A Remembered Friend it is merely decoration and cannot, there-
fore, be said to make the lines poetry, except, perhaps,
inasmuch as it unifies them,
Gibson's Breakfast is effective in another way. Since
every one knov/s that war is tragic, the poet has wisely re-
frained from once more telling us so. Instead, he lets us
see for ourselves that it is by implying more emotion than he
actually states. Such suggestiveness is more characteristic
of poetry than of prose. The understatement in this poem
comes from the casual talk about breakfast, football, and
betting and points up the irony of Ginger's death just at
the moment when he seemed most obviously living.

Irony, which is the contrast between what should
normally expect and what actually happens (or what we say and
really mean) , is common to good poetry. It appears subtly
in V/aller»s Song v/here the flower to which the girl is com-
pared must die to prove the vn7iter»s point. Irony may also
result from the type of purposeful repetition discussed above.
For an illustration read the next poem, also about a rose but
a humourous one for a change—there is no reason to feel that
poetry cannot be light-hearted as well as serious.
ONE PERFECT ROSE
Dorothy Parker
A single flow'r he sent me, since we met.
All tenderly his messenger he chose;
Deep-hearted, pure, with scented dew still wet
—
One perfect rose.
I knew the language of the floweret;
"My fragile leaves," it said, "his heart enclose."
Love long has taken for his amulet
One perfect rose.
IThj is it no one ever sent me yet
One perfect limousine, do you suppose?
Ah no, it»s always just my luck to get
One perfect rose.
After v/riting in a mock-sentimental mood and implying
that the symbolic rose is all that can be desired, the writer
suddenly becomes practical, and the phrase "One perfect f.ose"
now acnuires different meaning: the rose is o'ust another rose.
Notice also the playful working out of the same rhymes in all
the stanzas to unify the two points of view in the one poem
I
and, incidentally, the personifying of the rose and love
in the second stanza.
As vje coiniiiunicate our thoughts to others, we are con-
stantly making comparisons. ViTe explain a stalactite by
saying that it is like an icicle and call a grouch an old bear<,
In the first case we are using a simile, with the word like
or _as, and in the second we fuse the image of the person and
the animal into one, making a metaphor or implied comparison*
The heightened use of this so-called figurative language is
probably the foremost characteristic of poetry. If the poet's
comparisons are unoriginal and stale, his poem will be flat
and unimpressive. (Hot ice the number of metaphors in this
paragraph of ordinary prose
—
fuse
,
heightened
,
stale
,
flat
,
j
for example.) Consider the similes in this poem:
'
VIOLETS
j
John Moultrie I
Under the hedges after the snov/,
There do the dear little violets grow, 1
Hiding their modest and beautiful heads
|
Under the hawthorn in soft mossy beds.
Sweet as the roses, and blue as the sky,
Dovm there do the dear little violets lie;
Hiding their heads v/here they scarce may be seen, ,
By the leaves you may know where the violet hath been. \\
"Sweet as the roses and blue as the sky" could hardly be
called brilliant similes. The violets in the poem may be dear
to the writer, but to the reader they are dull. In spite of
the form, the lines as a whole constitute a prose statement.

not poetry.
Of course, the mere presence of good figures of speech
does not in itself make poetry* Y/hat is important is the vmy
they are used in association vjith other factors to reveal
the subject of the poem and the writer's attitude tov;ard it.
If we look at Gibson's Breakfast again, we find that the
actual avoidance of figurative language is one of the poet's
v;ays of picturing the grimness of the situation*
Now read this final poem.
A SNAKS
Emily Dickinson
Sweet is the swamp with its secrets,
Until we meet a snake;
'Tis then v/e sigh for houses,
And our departure take
At that enthralling gallop
That only childhood knows,
A snake is summer's treason,
And guile is where it goes.
The metaphor by which the snake is called "summer's
treason" provides a vivid understanding of the poet's inter-
pretation of experience and consequently provides a convinc-
ing reading experience.
The poem is otherv/ise noteworthy, For instance, there
is a pause after each of the first three lines, and then the
next three run on together as if in imitation of the gallop
being described. The form also supports the meaning in the
alliteration (repeating of the same sound) of the s_-v;ords in

the first line which hints at the hissing of the snake intro-
duced in the second; and then the alliteration of the £»s in
the last line clinches the end of the poem in a fitting sound
effect. The suggestion of meaniEg through the sound of words
or sometimes through alliteration, as in the first case abore,
is called onomatopoeia. (In the Gibson poem screeching is
an onomatopoetic word.)
Did Emily Dickinson think this all out as she v;rote the
poem? Probably not—at least not to the extent that we have
analyzed it here. But neither does a skilled actor conscious-
ly determine every gesture he makes. The artist, the man who
does anylihing expertly, is so familiar with his work and so
practiced in it that he creates better than he knows. We who
interpret the other man*s art often need to analyze it care-
fully in order to appreciate it completely. But we never
exhaust great art. As Shakespeare wrote, we "Have eyes to
wonder, but lack tongues to praise."
The content of this chapter has been designed to illus-
trate the method of discovering the nature of poetry by seeing
its techniques in operation in poems that are being closely
read. The student whose teacher has introduced him to the
sound of poetry and aroused a desire to knovj what poetry is
will need to learn how to reed it with discrimination and
understanding. It is doubtful whether the student can appre-
ciate poetry fully without at some time really studying it as
poetry. If in such study he is shown the dynamic service in

a poem of a certain metaphor, let us say, he will grasp the
function of that figure of speech better than if he learns a
definition of it and then lists the metaphors he may be able
to locate. By the same token, it profits him little to be
able to say that a poem is written in trochees unless there
is reason for showing that that verse form has purposeful
relation to the total effect of the poem. In other words,
according to the belief on which this paper rests, the under-
standing of poetry should be approached induct ively.
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